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1. What was the Bürgerdialog Kernenergie?

• An **information and discussion campaign** of the Federal Government
  • mid-1970s until early 1980s

• Initiated by a joint resolution
  • Federal Government and
  • Prime Ministers of the German States

• Responsible: **Federal Minister for Research and Technology (BMFT)**
  • Primary concern: **security of supply**
    • to secure investment in nuclear energy and energy supply in the face of the...
    • oil crisis, rising energy consumption and, above all, increasing public protests
  • Secondarily: **public acceptance**
    • Initially of nuclear power plants
    • subsequently reprocessing, final storage

• In the **spirit of Willy Brandt**:
  • “Daring to be more democratic”, also on technology issues
  • Participation (or at least debate):
    • allowing critics and supporters to have their say.
Two priority areas: national and regional

Initially:
Nationwide on nuclear energy (and increasingly alternative sources, too)

From 1979:
Gorleben area in Lower Saxony: nuclear waste disposal centre site

mainly between 1976-1982
~ 4 Mio German Marks in 1979

mainly in the years 1979 - 1983
~ 1 Mio German Marks p.a.
Objectives

- to provide comprehensive information on the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear energy use and on the Federal Government's position

- to give all groups, including critics and opponents, the opportunity to put their arguments up for discussion;

- to encourage the social groups - churches, political parties, trade unions, citizens' initiatives - to engage in information and discussion with the citizen independently but with the technical and financial support of the BMFT

- to discuss the question of nuclear energy use in the overall context: How do we want to live in the future?

(Abridged and translated from Hauff 1977 'Social Democratic Press Service': 1f. Emphasis is ours, BO, JHM)
Spotlight on implementation
Citizens’ Dialogue: Almost forgotten today

- Despite being the first major attempt at citizen participation in Germany, it is **almost forgotten** today.
- Despite its high-minded goals, the Citizens' Dialogue had **generally a bad image** – in many contemporary publications.
- **A lacuna in the academic literature**
  - the Citizens' Dialogue on Nuclear Energy is **hardly reflected**.
  - Usually, the Bürgerdialog Kernenergie is dealt with in a **few sentences**.
  - Facts are routinely **misrepresented**.
  - Academic copy-paste:
    - Statements are obviously **taken over** from earlier publications with no **primary research**.
We are convinced that we have been able to close research gaps to a large extent.
How did we research past public engagement?

• Research questions:
  1. What were the **origins** and who were the **protagonists** of the citizens‘ dialogue on nuclear energy?
  2. What were the underlying **assumptions** and **goals**?
  3. What were the **results expected**, and to what extent were they **achieved**?
  4. Which **measures** and **instruments** were applied?
  5. How was the citizen’s dialogue **perceived by different actors**?
How did we research past public engagement?

1. **Archival research**
   1. State archives: Federal government, Federal states, local archives
   2. Non-state archives: Social movement archives e.g. Gorleben archive, church archives

2. **Library research**
   1. Academic literature: 1970s-today, including PhD theses
   2. Grey literature (from libraries and archives)

3. **Oral history interviews: 10 eyewitneses**
   1. Officials
   2. Activists
Spotlight on Findings
1. Where did the measure break new ground?

- **No new technology without participation:**
  - Conviction of the political leadership of the BMFT that citizens should have a say in major technical projects

- Attempt to involve social movements and, in particular, citizens' initiatives and environmental groups

- Activities of some, by far not all, public officials, and throughout the entire project period
  - for serious dialogue with citizens' initiatives or citizens in the Gorleben region
  - to make critics’ and opponents’ voices heard in the debate
  - to place the discussion on the use of nuclear energy in a broader economic, technical, social context

- Active, large-scale dissemination of fact-based information materials

- Information events under the responsibility of non-governmental associations and citizens’ initiatives.
2. Where did the cooperation with critics succeed, where did it fail?

- The citizens’ dialogue did not take place in a vacuum, but in an environment of divergent interests, activities and expectations.
- Critics, even critical experts, by many were not perceived as equals, but often even as a nuisance.
- Steps to establish equality of financial and information resources, access to commissioned expert opinions were hardly ever taken.
- ...but there was often bias on the part of the critics as well.
3. Which obstacles did the campaign face?

- Ambiguity between advertising, information and debate
  - Increasing acceptance among the population was not achieved
  - The national government was not acting and was not perceived as neutral
    - Undermined credibility of the action

- Term ‘Citizens’ Dialogue’ evoked far-reaching expectations
  - Regarding participation – in decision making and openness to results
    - Despite clear statements by ministry regarding representative democracy

- Interactive effects: Trust undermined
  - By earlier and parallel advertising campaigns by utilities, industry
  - By condescending experts and deficit hypothesis-based attitudes

- Lack of broad-based support in parliament
  - Budget cuts by the Federal Parliament from 1979
  - Unresolved search for final repository and rising doubts whether nuclear energy expansion is democratically feasible

- Public opinion and political decisions remained driven by major political events or technical disasters, not by informed debate.
4. Where and to what extent did it achieve its goals, where did it fail?

- **Creating acceptance?**
  - No turning the tide in favour of acceptance of nuclear energy

- **Creating knowledge and debate?**
  - *“a new enlightenment”* (Radkau 1986: 307)
    - Raised attention for the issue
    - Workshops and events helped trigger information and debate
    - Contributed to resource mobilisation for civil society
    - Enhanced level of reflexion and engagement with nuclear energy
      - In line with Joachim Radkau (1986: 307) on the nuclear controversy:
        - *“a real discourse, the largest and most thoughtful public discourse in the history of the Federal Republic so far”*
      - But the contribution of the citizens’ dialogue cannot be quantified or even estimated
      - The citizens’ dialogue itself rarely became prominent in public or in the media topic.
Finally: What to learn for future public engagement in nuclear waste governance?

1. **Hard to learn from cases past**
   - Contextual conditions very different
     - Nature of conflict, media, attitudes, etc.

2. **Deficit hypothesis-based assumptions undermined campaign**
   - More information may mean more critical population, rather than acceptance
   - Experts’ condescending attitudes and behaviour antagonised citizens

3. **Regional dynamics**
   - Intensive experiences with citizen dialogue and other events in the Gorleben region interplayed

4. **Information campaigns may fail**
   - too many factors beyond control (complexity)